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NEW PERSPECTIVE ON CHARGING

Wireless charging is now essential to modern homes. Lay down your phone on a wireless charger featuring pure 
elegance and natural passion. No more cables and stress over the battery. Show the love for smartphones with 
the best smartphone accessory you’ve seen. 

SWICH is the unique wireless mobile phone stand, providing battery power and a comfortable overview on the 
phone with a firm and stabile position. Designed to impress, by Lutman Design Studio.

Wirelessly charge your smartphone with fine design

Shine bright, stand charged



ADVANCED DESIGN

Our world is in need of smart designs adding character and intelligence to both our working and living space. 
Where innovative technology meets high-end design and organic materials.
SWICH wireless charging stand oers stability, ergonomic position and wireless power to our daily smartphone 
routine. A simple solution, crafted from the finest local materials and designed paying respect to nature. The 
organic shape is the signature of the mobile phone stand, making it top selection among chargers. Wood and 
ceramics perfectly click-fitted to allow rotation to the charging pad; Two layers of micro suction surface for a 
stabile grip. Functionality has met usability and good looks in the most advanced and improved wireless charger 
design.



PERFECT VIEW TURN IT OVER

The firm hold and 45° angle are enabling users to 
work well with the phone during charging. The 
weight of ceramic adds stability, while the angle is 
oering a comfortable view on the screen.

The firm hold and 45° angle are enabling users to 
work well with the phone during charging. The 
weight of ceramic adds stability, while the angle is 
oering a comfortable view on the screen.



HANCRAFTED SPIRIT

A peek into production reveals how SWICH is not simply injected or printed, but rather finished with handcrafting 
precision to meet the final quality standard. Every piece is a unique creation. 

Fine italian ceramics, glazed and handcrafted for a full shiny finish. 

Walnut is a characteristic interior design wood selection. The essential component is oiled and produced with 
precision. 



MATERIALS MATTER

Classic and natural smartphone stand, enhanced with wireless charging option. A walnut and ceramic combination 
with micro suction holding structure for the smooth back of mobile phones. Origin of SWICH is the European 
spirit enclosed in fine Italian ceramics and Slovenian wood, oiled and brushed, together resounding history and 
forming the original shape. A design to make smartphones shine bright and stand charged.



SWICH WILL NEVER LET ANY SMARTPHONE DOWN

FULL BATTERY, 
NO STRESS



FROM CABLE TO COIL

SWICH works with all Qi standard integrated devices; Android, iOs or Windows. Gain power to your mobile 
phone simply by resting it on the stand. 

In case your mobile phone does not support the wireless standard, it can adapt by connecting a correct type Qi 
wireless receiver. The wireless charging ability can be integrated in any smartphone brand or type.



Connecting SWICH to your local 
current sets it in standby mode. You 
can charge Qi compatible devices 
from that moment on. If your 
smartphone lacks Qi compatibility, 
adapt it with a receiver. 

The coil in the center of the upper 
wireless charging pad must be 
alligned with the coil inside your 
mobile device. It’s practically 
invisible, but you get practice in no 
time. 

Your mobile device will acknowledge 
wireless power transmission and 
signal the charging process. The 
mobile phone stands charged and 
ready to use.

3 EASY STEPS



ADAPT YOUR SMARTPHONE TO WIRELESS CHARGING 

TAKE CHARGE,
SWITCH TO WIRELESS .



CONNECT YOUR PHONE

INTERNAL RECEIVER
discrete

Numerous phones can carry the 

common Qi Receiver Patches under 

the back cover. You will forget it’s even 

there.

Place it on the back side and connect 

it to the mobile phone according to 

provided instructions.

CHARGING CASE
common with iPhone

There is a vast variety of nice designs 

for iPhone cases that enable phones to 

Qi wireless charging standard. 

Using Qi wireless charging case or back 

cover is simple: click it on and charge.

EXTERNAL RECEIVER
simple and quick

Those who refuse to trade their favourite 

case with a Qi certified case can wear a 

Qi receiver patch under any casing.

Connect the receiver patch to Micro 

USB / Lightening port and slide it on 

the back. Once the receiver is placed 

correctly, snap the protective case or 

back cover over it.

CHARGING CASE EXTERNAL RECEIVERINTERNAL RECEIVER

Qi is a rapidly growing worldwide standard, manufacturers have selected it as leader in the industry.  Listed 
beneath are the three main phone adaptation practices you will discover through wireless charging usage. The 
Qi receivers must be selected with accordance to your smartphone brand and type. Swich transmits power to 
any Qi paired device. 
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